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What the budget means for you

On 19 March 2014 the Chancellor of the Exchequer George Osborne delivered 
his fifth budget.  He introduced it as a budget for “doers, makers and savers”, and 
would support manufacturers in all regions across the UK.  Hardworking people will 
keep more of what they earn and more of what they save.  
He said that support for savers was at the centre of the budget.  He said 
that hard-won economic recovery will not be squandered in the budget 
which will be balanced by cuts with pay restraints in the public sector and 
a welfare benefits cap.  The Chancellor spoke for just under an hour in a 
rowdy House of Commons.  He certainly delivered for savers and these 
could be a good vote winner for him.

Economic Background

The deficit is down by a third but it is still one of the highest in Europe.  Mr 
Osborne predicts that the deficit will disappear altogether by 2018/19 
based on current trends.

A year ago growth was predicted at 1.8%, this was revised earlier in the 
year to 2.4% and is now predicted for 2014 at 2.7%.

The UK is growing faster than most other economies worldwide.

Unemployment is down from 8% in 2010 to 5%.

Currency

1 in 30 £1 coins are thought to be counterfeit and a new 12 sided dual 
coloured coin will be launched in 2017 after consultation with businesses 
who will need to accommodate the change.  The new coin will be in the 
shape of the old thruppenny bit.  This had been trailed over-night and 
seems little more than a distraction on budget day.

Income Tax

•  Extended tax relief for childcare costs was announced on 18 
March 2014 meaning that for most working families they will receive 
up to £2,000 tax relief each if they have childcare vouchers for children 
up to age 12 of £10,000.   This is extended from £1,200 on vouchers 
worth £6,000 announced last year.  It is of most benefit where both 
parents work.

•  Savings rate of tax down to 0% for £5,000 of savings income 
from 2015/16.  

•  As widely predicted the personal allowance will increase to 
£10,500 for 2015/16.

•  The 40% threshold will increase from £41,450 to £41,865 
in 2014/15 and £42,285 in 2015/16.  This is an improvement on 
previous years and will mean those on middle incomes will benefit 
from the increase in the personal allowance.

•  It is disappointing that the unfairness of the tax system for 
those with income between £100,000 and £112,000 has not been 
addressed.  They still have a marginal rate of tax of 60% due to the 
withdrawal of the personal allowance above £100,000.

Capital Gains Tax

Many measures were announced in the Autumn Statement and these were 
confirmed such as:

•  Restriction of the period for Principal Private Residence relief for 
the final period from 36 to 18 months (with relief for those moving into 
care)

•  Annual Exempt Amount to be £11,000 in 2014/15 and £11,100 in 
2015/16.

•  Payment entitlements under the new agricultural subsidy Basic 
Payment Scheme within the business asset roll-over relief classes of 
qualifying assets.

National Insurance

There is to be a new class of voluntary contributions called VNICs enabling 
those who reach state pension age before 6 April 2016 to top up their 
contribution record.
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Inheritance Tax

There was little mention of Inheritance Tax which is not surprising given the 
ongoing review of Inheritance Tax and Trusts which is not due to conclude 
until next year.

Sadly Mr Osborne has again ignored the fact that if the annual gift 
exemption of £3,000 had increased with inflation since it was introduced 
under Capital Transfer Tax in 1981 it would now be worth just short of 
£10,000.  It stays at £3,000 and there are no changes to similar out of date 
allowances for gifts on the occasion of marriage.

Mr Osborne announced measures to exempt from Inheritance Tax the 
estates of those who die in the emergency services.  This may be similar for 
the death in active service exemption for the armed forces.  The small print 
goes on to say however that this is to be a consultation only at this stage.

Pensions

The Chancellor announced major reforms to the taxation and operation of 
private pensions.

•  The 25% tax free sum lump will continue but the 55% excess 
withdrawal charge will now be charged at your individual marginal rate 
of income tax from 2015/16

•  However, the tax charge on death of 55% for undrawn pension 
funds has not been addressed.  A reduction to 40% in line with 
Inheritance Tax would have been helpful 

•  There will be no requirement to take an annuity and increased 
limits on capped draw downs  from age 55 – but watch out for the tax 
charge if you die without taking the benefits.

•  There will be consultation on the abolition of the rules currently 
preventing those aged 75 and over claiming tax relief on pension 
contributions.

•  The Government is to consult on QNUPS (Qualifying Non-UK Pension 
Schemes) in relation to anti-avoidance of Inheritance Tax bringing them 
into line with UK registered pension schemes.

Savings

The Chancellor announced a large number of measures to benefit and 
encourage savers.

•  For those aged over 65 a new pensioner bond will be available for 
investments of up to £10,000.  They will be taxed along with other 
savings but the interest rates will be fixed.  The indications are that 
they will be offered by National Savings at 2.8% for a 1 year bond and 
4% for a 3 year bond.

•  Annual ISA allowance increased to £15,000 from July 2014 with 
the different limits between stocks and shares ISAs and cash ISAs 
being merged at a single annual limit and the ISA will now be called a 
NISA.  The rules on investments that can be brought into an ISA/NISA 
are to be widened.

•  The annual subscription limits for Child Trust Funds and Junior 
ISAs are to be increased to £4,000 from 1 July 2014

•  Premium Bond investment limit to be increased from £30,000 to 
£40,000 from 1 August 2014 and to £50,000 from 1 August 2015 with 
two monthly £1million prizes instead of one.

•  Changes to EIS and VCTs were announced, particularly of use 
is the ability to subscribe through a nominee arrangement through an 
investment manager rather than holding the shares directly.

Welfare Benefits

The welfare benefit budget is to be capped permanently at £119 billion 
per annum and will only rise by inflation; only the state pension and 
unemployment benefit are to be excluded from the cap.

Housing

The equity loan element of the current Help to Buy scheme will be extended 
to last until 2020 helping with the purchase of 120,000 new-build homes.

Property Taxes

SDLT rates and thresholds for purchases by individuals were unchanged.  
However massive changes to the thresholds and rates applicable 
to acquisitions of dwellings by non-natural persons (NNPs), such as 
companies, were announced. The £2 million threshold at which the 15% 
SDLT rate for NNPs buying dwellings starts to apply was reduced to 
£500,000 with effect from 20 March 2014. For example, the SDLT liability 
of a company buying a dwelling for £500,001 has risen from £20,000 to 
£75,000. Moreover ATED (an annual wealth tax on dwellings owned by 
NNPs) introduced last year for dwellings worth more than £2 million is to be 
extended. In 2015 it will apply to dwellings worth more than £1 million, and 
for 2016 the figure reduces to £500,000. More detail on these important 
changes is available here.

For further information on what the budget means for you,  
please contact: 
Carol Cummins
Senior Associate (Tax & Advisory)
0845 209 1275
carol.cummins@clarkewillmott.com
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What the budget means for your business
Corporation Tax

There is no change to the measures included in the Finance Bill 2013 to 
reduce the rate of corporation tax to 21% from April 2014 and 20% from 
April 2015 with the smaller companies rate remaining at 20%.

Capital Allowances

The Annual Investment Allowance (effectively a 100% first year allowance 
for business expenditure on qualifying plant and equipment) has been 
extended until the end of 2015 (having been due to expire at the end of 
this year) and doubled from an allowance of £250,000 to £500,000 per 
annum. The increase, which is thought to cost £2billion, will help encourage 
businesses to invest for growth and is an effort to support projected growth 
forecasts.

Investment Incentives

Business rates will be discounted and enhanced capital allowances will be 
extended in enterprise zones for a further 3 years until 31 March 2018.

The grant for small businesses taking on apprentices will be extended to 
provide for a further 100,000 apprenticeships.

To provide support for businesses looking to expand into new and fast-
growing markets, the Chancellor announced plans to double the amount 
of lending available to exporters to £3billion with interest rates charged to 
exporters cut by one-third. 

Employee Ownership

There is to be a package of measures in the Finance Bill as announced in 
the Autumn Statement to support and encourage employee ownership of 
businesses.

For help with your business’ legal needs,  
please contact: 
Simon Smith
Senior Associate
0845 209 1350
simon.smith@clarkewillmott.com
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Offices
Birmingham Office 
138 Edmund Street, Birmingham B3 2ES 
T: 0845 209 1000 F: 0845 209 2001

Bristol Office 
1 Georges Square, Bath Street, Bristol BS1 6BA 
T: 0845 209 1000 F: 0845 209 2002

London Office 
1 Chancery Lane, London WC2A 1LF 
T: 0845 209 1000 F: 0845 209 2514

Manchester Office 
2nd Floor, 19 Spring Gardens, Manchester M2 1FB 
T: 0845 209 1000 F: 0845 209 2005

Southampton Office 
Burlington House, Botleigh Grange Business Park, 
Hedge End, Southampton SO30 2AF 
T: 0845 209 1000 F: 0845 209 2003

Taunton Office 
Blackbrook Gate, Blackbrook Park Avenue, Taunton TA1 2PG 
T: 0845 209 1000 F: 0845 209 2004

Tax Avoidance

•  Blocking relief for intra-group transfers for corporation tax.

•  Increasing the HMRC budget to tackle tax avoidance.

•  Users of disclosed tax avoidance schemes and schemes covered by 
GAAR (General Anti-Abuse Rule) will need to pay the disputed tax 
upfront rather than waiting the outcome of a decision.

Miscelleneous Measures

A fund of £200 million to deal with repairs to pot holes will be welcomed by 
drivers along with the withdrawal of the fuel duty increase that was planned 
for September.

Bingo! The duty on bingo profits will fall from 20% to 10% in an attempt to 
curb the rising closure of bingo halls.

Next Steps

We await the issue of the Finance Bill 2014 which is due to be published on 
27 March 2014 and will typically contain much of the detail missing from the 
speech and budget press releases.

Other Measures
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